Mission, Vision and Values Statement
of the Union Sportive des Polices d’Europe

Mission

The USPE, the official European police sport organization
- cares for its member countries and their athletes
- organizes European Police Championships (EPC) in a variety of sport disciplines, Congresses and Police Sport Conferences
- shares best practices and communicates actively
- uses sport as a universal language to build contacts between police services and officers all over Europe
- cooperates with partners to achieve its goals

Vision

The USPE wants:
- to stay the leading European police sport organization
- to improve continuously the quality of the USPE European Police Championships and other USPE events
- to support the member countries to organize and to participate
- to offer the member countries instruments to develop the physical and mental fitness and health of police officers
- to be a reliable partner to European authorities and international sport organizations
- to develop the trust and understanding between police services and officers in Europe
- to be a value driven organization
- to protect its liability and the European Police Championships as a trademark

Values:
- Solidarity
- Professionalism
- Open
- Respect
- Transparent